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BEST BET R9 17:57

ALI TANGO Brindle D

T: Joseph Mcfadyen
$1.45

The Hound Says: Placed once in 2 runs since
winning here clocking a sizzling 29.46. Perfectly
drawn and a clean getaway will see him take a
power of beating

NEXT BEST R5 16:32

In A Bit Fawn B

T: Barry Yates
$2.7

The Hound Says: Didn't have the best of luck on
debut here finishing 3rd before atoning with a slick
22.98 all the way win Saturday. Awkwardly drawn
but she's the one to beat

QUADDIE

Race 5: 4* 
Race 6: 2,4 
Race 7: 1,5,2,8 
Race 8: 6,1,3 

$20 for 83.33%

R1 WELCOME TO LADBROKES GARDENS MAIDEN Maiden 400m 15:12

Open maiden to start the day. With one of the
debutants CAPEWA (3) who's lone littermate to
race is showing ability. She's sure to have seen
the track and from the soft draw could be tough
to beat. Both SUPER QUALITY (4) and NEXT
SHOUT (5) had no luck in their only career starts
here and can improve sharply while DIVA'S
DELIGHT (7) is also on debut
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R2 LADBROKE IT! MAIDEN Maiden 515m 15:32

Maiden race where the debut runner SIGHT AND
SOUND (2) gets the ideal chance to make a
winning start to her career. Her siblings to race
have all won races, her opponents have had their
chances in the past and she could be toughest to
beat. ARMAGEDDON IT (1) has the speed to
utilise the draw and can breakthrough while
FIRING COMET (7) has claims
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R3 CONGRATS VALPOLICELLA NG1-4 400m 15:52

Competitive FFA event where FRISKY FELON (1)
can record his 9th win over this trip. He's been
thereabouts without winning lately, small field
suits and he'll be hard to beat. LIKEABLE ROGUE
(4) had support in victory at odds here last week
and can go close again while REBEL FORCE (5)
and PRINCE WYLDE (2) are hopes where any of
the 6 runners can win
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R4 GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION 26 MAY 1 WIN 5th Grade 400m 16:12

1 win only race. FASCINATE GOLD (3) has shown
great early speed in her only 2 career starts
which have been here winning on debut before
badly checked turning for home and unplaced in
her 2nd outing. She maps to lead and will take
catching. GONGO GIRL (4) and TRALEE ENZO (2)
are last start placegetters at Dubbo and have
genuine winning claims
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R5 RACEDAY STAFF APPRECIATION 1 WIN 5th Grade 400m 16:32

IN A BIT (4) had no luck placing on debut here
before leading all the way last start clocking slick
time. She has the speed to offset the awkward
draw and repeat of her latest outing will see her
salute again. RETURN AND EARN (6) and TRALEE
CHARLIE (8) are suited with their wide draws and
can feature while SIMPLY SIMON (5) can finish in
the mix
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R6 CONGRATS ZAMMIT & BECHINI FAMILIES 1
WIN

5th
Grade 400m 16:51

RATTLIN' MAGIC (2) was fairly away on debut
Gosford last week before mustering quickly to
prove too strong in the run to the line winning in
fair time. He'll have derived experience and
confidence from that effort and can record
consecutive wins. SILVER REIN (4) is a risky
beginner but showing promise and a threat while
TIP TOP TIGER (9) can win
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R7 GREYHOUNDPRODUCTSDIRECT.COM.AU 5th Grade 400m 17:11

TILLY ROBBO (1) is a consistent chaser who used
this draw to advantage winning here Saturday
clocking good time. Although probably better
suited drawn a tad wider she'll be tough to beat
again. HES A DAZZLER (5) drops in class, has won
5 of 8 runs here and a genuine threat while the
veterans FASCINATE MODEL (2) and GATE SAID
NO (8) have claims
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R8 LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 5th Grade 515m 17:35

Competitive race where luck at the 1st turn could
be vital. With KENZIE ROBBO (6) who's been
thereabouts in recent runs without success. She's
had success here in the past, owns a slick PB and
can return to the winners dias. DAM SLITHERY (1)
is well drawn, will race on the speed and close to
another win while MR. MISCHIEVOUS (3) is always
a threat
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R9 MINMI HOTEL 4th/5th Grade 515m 17:57

ALI TANGO (1) hasn't been far away in 2 runs at
W/Park since winning here last month clocking
blistering time. He draws his 1st decent box in a
while and only needs to begin cleanly to be the
one to beat. Both GOLD RUSH LAD (2) and
CARPENTER'S ARMS (7) have good records here
and look the main threats while QUEEN CAVIAR
(4) is usually thereabouts
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R10 BISHOP COLLINS 5th Grade 400m 18:19

Open race with many winning chances. ROOKIE
RED (8) can be hard to follow but has been racing
well in recent weeks winning 2 of his last 5 runs
that included a slick effort here. He handles wide
draws and could be toughest to beat. NUT WING
(2) is rarely far away and drawn to run a bold
race while BLAZING GOODWIN (3) and DIVA'S
SHINE (1) are hopes
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R11 BLUE GUM MEN'S SHED 5th Grade 400m 18:38

TRALEE LOLA (7) is a talented chaser who's been
hard to catch in her 10 start career where she's
registered 3 victories. She's capable of beginning
quickly, suited drawn wide and can go close in
her track debut. Both TINY TAYLA (8) and HOT
TEMPER (3) have good records here and are sure
to be in the finish while SUPREME IDENTITY (4)
can threaten
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R12 RED TV 5th Grade 400m 18:57

Open race to finish but with LARRAKYAH
LONDON (3) who drops back to her preferred
trip after placing once in her 2 outings over the
515m. She's capable of beginning quickly and
from the soft draw could be tough to beat. JACK'S
MOON (7) is drawn to follow the speed over and
can feature while WEST ON WINLOCK (1) and
UNLEASH TIGER (4) are chances
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